Quicksilver 550 Walkaround
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BOAT SPECIFICATIONS
Tax
Model
Year
Location

Builder

Hull
Material

Included

2005

LOA

Engine(s)

Torquay

Make

Quicksilver

Engine(s)

Boats

Power
Engine

GRP

Model
Max Speed

5.5m (18ft
1in)

Mariner

115 hp

Outboard

36 Knots

DESCRIPTION
“Ozone” is a super Quicksilver 550 Walkaround, with bold looks and is instantly recognisable on our marina, and a great
starter or day boat for families or fisherman alike. She is speedy too with a 115HP Mariner outboard fitted, which is the
largest recommendation for this model. She has had diligent owners throughout her lifetime and has had numerous
upgrades over the years and comes with a large history record.
You’ll notice that this model has an offset console, which allows for safe and easy travel to the bow of the boat, making both
anchoring & mooring a doddle. There is also an anchor stowage locker on the bow which can double as a nice position
upfront to relax. If in need of some shade, her neat bespoke Bimini top can be unfurled, or put away quickly.
She is easy to maintain with self-draining wash down decks and seating. A lockable cuddy up front which can be used for
easy stowage of all your gear, picnics or water toys or will convert into a double berth if required, features neat and bright
woodwork which elevates the interior space. There is also a portable pull-out toilet which slides out from under the cockpit
console in case someone is ‘caught short’.
There are two swivel captains chairs for pilot and navigator with removable cushions and space for a removable deck table
(not included) means switching from piloting to a social space nice and easy. Alternatively, the swivel function can be used
as a spotters chair for those who enjoy watersports, a stainless ‘ski pole’ is in an elevated position above the outboard in
the centre of the transom.
One of her biggest features is, of course, her towable capacity, and I am pleased to inform her next owner that she will be
sold with an SBS ELR2-850 trailer, this trailer has also been upgraded over the years to keep it in excellent condition and
detail & photographs can be provided upon request.
She is at home on her berth at Torquay Marina, viewings can be arranged by appointment.
Please look at the Additional Extras tab for her full list of features.

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
12V Charger for phones/coolbox/search light, etc
Anchor & Lines
Anchor Light (Removable)
Battery Locker Port-Side Aft, Two Batteries
Bimini Top (In Blue & Removable)
CHIRP Sonar Fish Finder

Cuddy Cabin Cushions (Good Condition)
Depth Sounder Transducer (Stern Mounted)
Fuel Tank (Under Cockpit Console)
Fusion Radio Sound System with two Cockpit Speakers
GPS Aerial
Lighting in Cuddy
Lockable Cuddy Compartment Hatch with Perspex Washboards
Mariner 115 Four Stroke EFI 6 Cyclinder Outboard Engine
Port and Starboard Navigation Lights
Portable Chemical Toilet
Raymarine Dragonfly 4 Pro Chartplotter (Removable for security)
Removable Cushions for Outdoor Seating
SBS Trailer ELR2-850 Single Axle Trailer
Stainless Cleats
Storage Under Cuddy Berths
Swivel Captains Chairs for Helm & Navigator
Two Fixed Quarter Seats
Upgraded Sports Steering Wheel
Ventilation Hatch
VHF Aerial (Starboard)
VHF/DSC Radio with Removable Handset
Waterski Pole
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